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1 Introduction

Gamification is the use of game design elements in non-game contexts, in the hopes of adding
what makes games fun for people to play to that context. In the short time since its adoption as
a term to give a name to complicated field, gamification has been a source of many discussions
and controversy. It’s success on platforms such as Foursquare and DevHub have pushed it into the
spotlight of marketeers and researchers alike, each offering their own distinct views on what makes
it work and how to apply it. As a result, successes and failures have been sporadic, but research
papers into the subject have increased with leaps and bounds.

A common mistake is to think that gamification is little more than adding points and badges to
an otherwise plain, unengaging or dull activity, thereby adding enjoyable elements of play normally
found in game contexts. To truly gamify an activity, one must do more than simply supply extrinsic
rewards and hope that they will drive people to a goal. All this does is imply control and will in fact
hinder users as the rewards will become the central focus of the activity. These rewards can also lose
their appeal easily if they are not relevant to the target audience or if they are entirely meaningless.

It should be sufficiently clear from the above that defining gamification alone is quite difficult,
as it requires the fun and engaging elements of games to be defined as well. Naturally, the latter
is a whole field in and of itself, creating a very large scope of possibilities. It becomes even more
difficult when one attempts to create a framework to use for gamifying an activity. The massive
amount of possible mechanics that can be injected into the non-game context gives one many
angles to consider but also carries with it the danger that certain mechanics are ill-suited for cer-
tain activities. Depending on the platform and the target audience, adding certain mechanics can
cause gamification to have an adverse effect, instead of a beneficial one. Therein lies the danger of
advocates of simply adding achievements to every possible situation. Many individuals would not
find any appeal in these rewards and would turn away from the activity, or perform as they have
in the past (at the most).

In this paper, I intend to make a case for what has been called ”Meaningful Gamfication”,
by applying it to educational engagement. It is often difficult to engage students in the activities
they are expected to perform to succeed at a university. Applying gamification in a meaningful
way beyond the copy-pasting of the most basic, yet relatively recently arisen, game mechanics,
could aid in engaging students. The application that will be injected by gamifying elements would
have a simple, but important premise. Performance is a valuable commodity in various fields,
computer science being one of the most notable ones. Programming performant code is something
that comes with experience and practice. The more one programs algorithms and subsequently
thinks on optimizations, the easier it will be to optimize any code.

To that end, I propose a platform that allows the sharing of solutions to problems, performant
algorithms, for example, which will allow users to supply comments, feedback and inspiration for
others. This back and forth would result in iterations of the user’s work, creating continually
more performant codes and good practices. The application itself is quite simple, but without
anything making it engaging, it would be little more then a dumping ground of text. That is
where gamification comes in.

2 Gamification

2.1 Definition

The most widely agreed upon aspect of gamification is that it is hard to define. It is a concept
that, due to a certain fluidity, relies very heavily upon context and application to reveal just where
its boundaries lie. It is the subject of much debate and contested claims as to its validity as a
separate, stand-alone field of study. This fact becomes more evident when one considers that even
its entry on Wikipedia is constantly referred to as ”unnecessary”, as gamification can easily be
described in the entry for ”Serious Games”. It has gone by many different names such as ”gameful
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design” as many researchers in the digital media industry attempt to avoid being associated with
any of the negative connotations gamification has garnered. These negative opinions stem from
the simple fact that gamification can be seen as nothing more than a marketing trick, a way to
stimulate users into using a certain product. If it proves successful, not only can sales rise, but
people would actually enjoy playing into the hands of the owners of whatever application has been
gamified. One can argue that this takes away a part of free will in that people are manipulated
through gameful design in the form of extrinsic rewards and virtual currency. It isn’t unusual that
designers would want to step away from this category before it erupts into a hatred for a term that
is the subject of a large amount of hype.

Regardless, gamification has become the term chosen by the industry and it seems likely that
it is going to be the term to stick as it is being used by a wide variety of institutions today. Even
Microsoft has announced the use of gamification in their latest version of Windows Phone, using
that name to define it. The beneficial effect of simple concepts such as achievements and badges
are not up for debate. As will be discussed at greater length later on, they speak to basic human
interests and desires and can fulfill them. What is up for debate is whether these should be applied
blindly, or if effort should be put in translating these from their common, widespread implemen-
tations in video games to one in a non-game context. And so we can arrive at one definition that
has become the more widely used for the term:

”Gamification is the use of game design elements in non-game contexts.”

Discussing it is important to understand the implications of each action a designer takes when
attempting to gamify an application. The term game is chosen because of the fact that many
of the elements of games in general are applied to video games, which are commonly referred to
as games. The commonly used game design elements are points and badges, of which only the
former is found often in other types of games such as board and card games. This naturally implies
that researches turn to video game design the most to attempt to understand the effects of game
mechanics on non-game contexts.

There are plenty of books and reference material on the subject of game design, many of which
apply a solid, psychological basis for their discussions, making them valuable tools in translating
the game elements from one application to the other. Games are characterized by the presence of
rules and guidelines that give players help and difficulty as they move towards a goal defined by
the game itself, or the players in the case of sandbox games. Naturally, the presence of these rules
means that they can be dislodged from the game itself and, when studied, be translated into game
design patterns. These patterns can be referred to as elements, as they are in the definition, and
contain the essence of what can be gleamed from a game and injected into something else entirely.

The last words of the definition also reinforce the fact that gamification’s applications are nearly
limitless. Naturally, there are situations where gamification would be most inappropriate, but that
does not take away that the potential is there. The words ”non-game contexts” are what give rise
to this broad spectrum of applications. Defining non-game contexts can only be done by catego-
rizing what it entails, something that is readily done in serious games. One would have university
gamification, industry gamification, etc.

As I implied earlier, there is a very fine line between gamification and serious games. Both
of them use game elements to somehow motivate their users to a certain goal. However, serious
games are full-fletched video games with an underlying message to tell. This is not the intent
when speaking of gamification. Gamification will attempt to add the elements that serious games
use in telling their story to an activity that otherwise has nothing to do with gaming. There is
a delicate balance to be had between adding enough game elements to produce a beneficial, fun
aspect and adding too much so that these elements begin to hinder the actual activity. If too much
is added, the activity can become a complete game, to the detriment of the original activity which
will rarely benefit from becoming something that is done simply for fun. One can imagine how
an application to engage students on their paths to becoming surgeons that is little more than a
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fun game could warp the fact that their job comes with tremendous responsibility. This is one of
the two primary difficulties in gamification, the former being the injection of meaningless game
mechanics.

It can easily be seen that the above definition is still rather blurry, once more showing how
broad of a field gamification is. Sebastian Deterding, a notable and highly respected professional,
has also defined game elements as being part of a set, a set that can be made restrictive, thereby
being useless because of its limited contents, or liberal, becomin meaningless because of its bloated
nature. The right balance is hard to include only those elements that are widely adopted in game
media.

The discussion of these element sets illustrates the blurriness of the definition. The problem
this creates is that many would indeed ponder whether gamification is truly a field on its own, or
can simply be tossed in with video game design or serious games. However, this problem cannot
be solved as gamification is intrinsically tied to video game design through the use of elements
defined as patterns within that field. Video game design is a creative process, which is therefore
boundless. As a result, so too is gamification, making it impossible to properly define it.

What can be deduced from all of this is that gamification allows a great deal of freedom, but also
makes it tremendously hard for researchers to get a grip on what to view as a gamified application
and what as full-blown video game. This has led the field to get stuck in a limbo of theoretical
analysis or applications who do little more than copy-paste. I hope to avoid this through my own
case study and attempt to apply the next element of discourse: ”Meaningful Gamification”.

2.2 Meaningful Gamification

Meaningful gamification is a concept that was introduced in the paper ”A User-Centered Theoreti-
cal Framework for Meaningful Gamification” (Nicholson, 2012, p.1) and which is a clear reaction to
the tendensy to simply move a basic point system from a video game environment into a different
context. The author argues that one of the causes of the criticism concerning gamification comes
from ”putting the term ”game” first, implying that the entire activity will become an engaging
experience, when, in reality, gamification typically uses only the least interesting part of a game -
the scoring system.”. This also illustrates that there are far more effective ways to engage users and
have them interact with the non-game activity than a scoring system with little meaning. Offering
only external, simple rewards such as points, would begin to stump creativity and motivation as
the users become drones that merely do the baseline minimum to get the rewards they have been
promised, which is entirely the opposite of what gamification strives to accomplish.

In the book ”Gamification by Design” (Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011), the authors illus-
trate that internal motivation for the task at hand being more important than extrinsic rewards
holds no grounds and that gamification can control the behavior and performance of employees by
adding these rewards and neglecting the motivation the people have for the activity being gamified.
This way, they would in fact be crossing the line from an application that attempts to engage users
and motivate them into an application that just feeds them treats whenever they do good.

As is also stated in the book (Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011, p. 27), giving these rewards
would also make the users relient on them and the activity would revert into an even bigger chore
than it had been before if these rewards were taken away, thereby creating an endless task-reward
loop. This is in direct contradiction to the goal the author proposes, the goal of meaningful gami-
fication, which will attempt to perform user-centered gamification that has value to the user and,
subsequently, does not depend on a steady supply of small rewards.

Meaningful Gamification can be defined as being:

”Meaningful gamification is the integration of user-centered game design elements
into non-game contexts.” (Nicholson, 2012, p. 5)
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This definition’s main feature is the insertion of ”user-centered game design”. This implies
that the designers every decision needs to be based on the needs and goals of the users, not those
of the organization the application is being developed for. Meaningless gamification, one that
merely uses points in a way not-tailored to its target audience, is the exact opposite in that it is
organization-centered. Organizations would look for the fast and short-term approach, applying a
simple patch to the existing problem and seeing a quick increase in the effectiveness of their ap-
plication. However, this increase would be short-lived, as such patches would reduce the internal
motivation of the users, causing the engagement to drop once again.

User-centered design also implies that designers need to supply a wide variety of gamified activ-
ities to address the needs and wants of as many users as possible. Because meaningful gamification
desires a deeper engagement, it becomes highly dependent on the individual, and each individual’s
interests are different. Naturally, common ground exists, but having a few elements in place that
speak to more specific desires can only benefit the application. Another method is to give the users
the opportunity and the tools to create their own content, urging their creativity to motivate them.
Often, this content can be shared among like-minded users. In essence, a connection needs to be
made between the user’s own interests and the gamified activity, giving a positive influence to the
user’s experience when partaking in the activity. This would result in a long-term benefit for the
organization, instead of the previous short-term benefit. Not only will it improve the organization’s
experience, but also that of the user, thereby ensuring that the activity has become enjoyable and
has thereby been gamified.

3 Application

The application of gamification can be tackled in a variety of ways. In this section I will illustrate
the various methods I used over the course of the development of my tool.

3.1 Game Mechanics and Dynamics

The terms Game Dynamics and Mechanics stem from the document ”Gamification 101: An Intro-
duction to the Use of Game Dynamics to Influence Behavior” and can be used to both categorize
game elements that can be translated into tools for gamification and to attempt to single out what
type of personal interests a designer wishes to address. The interplay between dynamics and me-
chanics is very distinct and plays an important part in understanding how certain elements from
a game can yield certain experiences normally found in games made for entertainment purposes.
It is this type of experience and engagement we will need to distill to tailor a gamified application
towards the user, thereby successfully applying gamification.

• Game Mechanics: The document defines game mechanics as being the various actions,
behaviors and control mechanisms used to gamify an activity - the aspects that, taken together,
create a compelling, engaging user experience. In other words, the actual tangible elements
of a game such as its challenges, its structure, its virtual economy and more. These elements
all add to a game’s engaging and fun nature by speaking to a number of base human desires.

• Game Dynamics: Dynamics are defined as being the desires and motivations that are the
result of the compelling, motivational nature of the experience created by game mechanics.
Dynamics thus flow as the natural result of what the mechanics attempt to accomplish, they
are what make the mechanics successful in adding to the experience of a game, making it
enjoyable and thereby motivating its players.

It is impossible to give an exhaustive list of mechanics, simply because it is difficult to distill
what elements from a game constitute a mechanic on its own, or which are merely a deravative
form of an earlier defined mechanic. A non-exhaustive list is as follows:
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1. Points: Just like any form of currency, points can be very alluring for anyone using the ap-
plication. Collecting ever more points, in whatever way they are defined or implemented, can
be both terribly addictive and effective. However, points need to be supplied with a meaning
and a purpose. Many applications would grant points that only serve na indicative nature
of status. However, to be more meaningful, points should be able to be spent as currency
on virtual goods that are relevant to the users of the application or are garnered through
meaningful activities, equally bathed in the interested of the target audience. Without these
specifications, the points would be meaningless and thereby provide little true, long-term
motivation.

2. Levels: In gaming contexts, levels are usually some numerical value that increases as the
strength of a character does. Naturally, this cannot be translated into a non-game context
very easily, so they are often altered to fit a slightly different, but essentially identical inter-
pretation. Popular examples include frequent-flyer programs or titles on forums and the like.
Naturally, higher levels would imply status and achievement, both very powerful motivators.
Levels must also be relevant to the users or they would hold little of value to them and would
remain a simple numerical value, and little else. A good way to attach meaning to a number
is to add certain rights or priviliges to it. However, these may not have too big an impact or
they would dominate the activity as an extrinsic reward and would also give new users too
much of a backlog, which could negatively impact te user experience due to envy or other
negative emotions.

3. Challenges: Challenges is a catch-all name to describe trophies, badges and achievements,
all basically the same mechanic that is used quite often in current gamification applications.
A sense of achievement is a very powerful motivator and is in fact one of the key elements of
meaningful gamification. This sense of achievement can also be reinforced by being able to
display this achievement through the badges, trophies or other incarnations of this mechanic.
It takes away the annoyance of looking like a braggart, or the embarrassement that comes
with modesty. Simply making a selection of favorite accomplishments and putting them on
display can have a variety of beneficial, engaging effects. However, this immediately implies
that the user would want to display these badges. If they hold no relevance to the person,
the person will not see them as an actual achievement to be proud of, thereby making the
challenge null and void and the effect of gaining it pointless.

4. Virtual Goods: Greed is a powerful motivator, even if it is stimulated in innocent quantities.
This mechanic is closely tied to points as game economies often need a form of currency to
work (ergo: points). The power of virtual goods stems from the desire to buy better, nicer or
plain more expensive equipment. Having this improved content satisfies a variety of human
desires, each of which would stimulate users to continue using the application and performing
the activity. Naturally, the effect of virtual goods is intrinsically tied to the points system
in place. If the points are not too intrusive as to drown out the activity itself and replace
it with extrinsic, short-term rewards, neither can the urge to buy new virtual goods. If one
dominates the activity, so too would the other.

5. Leaderboards: Another often represented game element in many gamified applications
is the leaderboard, or other forms of score-keeping. Tailoring to a sense of achievement,
among other desires, leaderboards can offer a sense of a status and rank in situations where
there is normally no room for them. However, it is often implemented merely as a simple
copy-paste mechanic from a video game, in the hopes of having it create a positiive effect.
However, leaderboards are solely effective for people with a competitive nature, as a sense
of achievement can be reinforced more effectively through Challenges. If leaderboards are
supplied, they must be backed up by an informative nature so non-competitive users can
utilise the functionality, as well as other mechanics to tailor to other members of the target
audience.

6. Gifting & Charity: Spontaneous gift-giving is a very powerful motivator as it gives a sense
of altruism and positive self-worth. ”You have done something nice for another person”.
Implementing some way of offering positive feedback is a very simple way of gifting, which
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benefits both parties involved and improves the general atmosphere of the activity. It is
important to think out of the box concerning this mechanic and not to merely see it as one
person giving a certain amount of points to another, as that would lead a designer to a
’meaningless’ gamified activity.

Game Mechanics directly satisfy one or more Game Dynamics to some capacity. This interplay
is important in understanding how to actually use this information in gamifying an activity. To aid
in visualizing which mechanic satisfies which dynamic, the following table can prove quite effective:

Figure 1: Figure courtesy of ”Gamification 101: An Introduction to the Use of Game Dynamics
to Influence Behavior”.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the dynamics themselves are represented as ”human desires”.
They are very basic motivational desires that require some elaboration.

1. Reward: Reward is one of the most basic ways to motivate a person, but it is also one of the
easiest dynamics to implement meaninglessly. As stipulated in my discussion of the Points
mechanic, rewards that hold no meaning are merely treats offered to a person that have little
more than a short-term effect that will stifle motivation and engagement. Rewards is also
dangerous in the sense that it can overtake the original activity as focal point of the entire
gamified application. Designers must take care not to cross this line. Despite its general
effectiveness, only three of the previous mechanic categories actually satisfy this desire, of
which only Points and Virtual Goods do so in a near-dedicated fashion. This once more
stresses the importance of leaving extrinsic rewards behind and keeping users out of the
so-called ”Reward Loop”.

2. Status: Status’ relevance stems from a person’s desire to be seen in a certain light. The
higher one’s status, the easier it is to catch the limelight in a positive way. Naturally, this
status can also have other properties that defines it. There is little to say on status that has
not yet been said when discussing mechanics, so I shall not repeat myself.

3. Achievement: As discussed when looking at the various mechanics, a sense of achievement
can be a powerful motivator. Achievement gives a sense of affirmation and the display of
these achievements can give one a group identifiation and a reputation that only reinforces
the positive effect of this dynamic. The more an application plays into this dynamic, the
more important it becomes that the achievements are relevant to the user at hand or they
will prove ineffective.

4. Self Expression: The expression of one’s own interests can be quite motivational as is
evidenced by the fact that many people desire to voice their opinions. Facebook’s ability
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to display just about any kind of comment has hooked many of its users, giving them the
tools to display what interests them in a structured way, complete with comments. This
self-expression can also be plugged into an activity to be gamified. Adding a personal touch
to an otherwise impersonal activity will make it more engaging simply because it is tailored
towards an individual.

5. Competition: A simple observation of the popularity of most sports will testify to the effec-
tiveness of competition. Competition need not be applied to a multiplayer experience alone,
however, as combining it with leaderboards can even add a ”multiplayer-effect” a otherwise
singular experiences. Competition can suffer from the same negative fate as leaderboards,
however, but the solution is also identical. It is important to realize that not everyone is com-
petitive in nature and a user-centered design will require gamified elements to be presented
that will tailor to all users that are intended to be reached by the application.

6. Altruism: Altruism’s effectiveness is identical to the chief mechanic that fulfills it. The
need to feel validated and good about oneself can drive engagement and can be a positive
influence without the need for the system to give people rewards for each and every act they
perform.

It is easy to see from the table why Challenges have been so prominent in gamification. They
have the potential to satisfy each of the discussed dynamics, but as stated before, it would be
foolish to think that merely plugging in badges will actually do so. Other very effective mechanics
include Points and Virtual Goods. Levels, most likely due to its dificulty in meaningfully trans-
lating it into a format usable in gamification, does a far worse job in satisfying multiple dynamics.
Naturally, the table does not tell the full story. Many of the mechanics do not satisfy each dynamic
in the same way or to the same degree. That is context-bound as well as implementation-bound.

So why is it useful? I used this table to perform an initial analysis of which dynamics to satisfy
and what could be the general categories of game mechanics that would help me to do so. I feel
that this is the practical purpose of the system of mechanics and dynamics explained at great
length in the document. It is by no means exhaustive, but the mechanics expressed are the most
common ones that also occur in various gaming genres. Using that single table could aid a great
deal in determining which mechanics are viable for your application. I believe that a study of the
human desires, or the game dynamics that would flow naturally from the experience that you wish
to gamify, will prune the selection of mechanics. This would in turn allow a designer to study the
remaining mechanics more in-depth before dedicating him- or herself to a select number of them.
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